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Mag St Bread Co has a glorious range of breads. Image: Sakshi Parekh.

For much of its brief, buzzing, and shiny existence, Magazine Street Kitchen has been doing its thing in Byculla. The space is a bakery supplying to
restaurants & cafes, a state-of-the-art kitchen designed for chefs, and a dining space for some of the edgiest food you can eat in Mumbai.
In our 3-part series about them, we’re going to talk about each of those aspects.
Let’s start with the bakery – Mag St Bread Co. We interviewed Chef Rachelle Andrade, Head Baker and weaver of some of the city’s ﬁnest breads,
which are now available on Scootsy.

http://www.mumbaifoodie.com/magstbreadcorachelleandrade/
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Chef Rachelle Andrade is Head Baker at Mag St Bread Co. Image: Sakshi Parekh.
What is Magazine Street Kitchen?
Initially Magazine Street Kitchen was to be a space for outdoor catering, but the concept evolved. The bakery aspect came into being because Chef
Alex realised the quality of bread in Bombay wasn’t great. He decided we could bake better bread and wholesale them to restaurants.
Slowly Magazine Street Kitchen’s identity became a culinary playground – where people can try out experiments. Home-chefs needing good equipment
and space to develop recipes use our space. Chefs who don’t want to stop regular service and want access to a modern kitchen use our space. People
who want to invite a group of friends for a private event- they too use our space.
What are some of the most popular items distributed by Magazine Street Kitchen bakery?
The most popular items would be all our laminated products- Croissants, the Crufﬁn, etc. Even our Sourdough bread and Baguettes are popular and all
the ingredients are locally sourced. When we started this, we decided to do the best possible bread with locally available ingredients.
Apart from Magazine Street Kitchen, where else can one avail of these products?
We’ve been wholesaling our products to restaurants like Le 15 Cafe, Blue Tokai, Kaboom, and of course, The Table. Now you can also ﬁnd our bread and
more on Scootsy. We aim at doing really good bread and also cater to any bulk orders for speciﬁc items.

Mag St Bread Co makes the trendy sourdough bread. Image: Sakshi Parikh
How are The Table and Magazine Street Kitchen connected to one another?
The Table and Magazine Street Kitchen have common owners and all of its bread is sourced from here. The Table is our ﬁrst customer.
How do you think Magazine Street Kitchen affects the food scene in the city?
Personally, I think chefs adhere to a certain way of thinking and that’s what people expect from them. Imagine having a John Dory on the menu and it’s
the best selling item. Diners would think you’re very limited to just one signature dish. However, if you take it off the menu, people would comment on
that as well.
At Magazine Street Kitchen we provide a chef the space to do what they want. Foods you would not put on an everyday menu but want people to taste
ﬁnd a place here. It gives the chefs immense freedom and lets enthusiasts try something extraordinary.

http://www.mumbaifoodie.com/magstbreadcorachelleandrade/
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What is the thought process behind some of the products?
If you take the Crufﬁn, it’s globally known. While researching, I decided to try this here and we’ve kept it simple with a light vanilla pastry cream. We
haven’t done anything bizarre because that’s who I am as a person. I like going for classics and don’t like doing anything for shock value.
A lot of our products are Chef Alex’s ideas from his trips to the USA- like the Kouign Amann and the Parker House Rolls. The Kouign Amann took 6
months to get right. Now we’re sure we have it perfected.
What is your personal favourite on the Magazine Street Kitchen bakery menu?
My Baguettes and the Croissants are at the top. The Baguettes here are something I’m always looking to improve. When I slide one into the oven, I’m by
that window looking at it, how every ear opens up. Once it’s at room temperature I’ll slice it and do a cross section and only after that do I tell myself it’s
made right. If it’s mixed well, proved well and scored well, when you pull the baguettes out you can actually hear it singing and that’s amazing.
You can order from Mag St Bread Co via Scootsy (https://scootsy.com/detail.php?vendor_id=2841&ﬂag=p&is_view=u). We recommend the Almond
Croissants, the Kouign Amann and the Crufﬁn.
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